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HELPFUL
CONTEXT
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First REAL effort to design EFFECTIVE

objectives highlighting the importance of

Information Literacy, Oral

Communication, and Written

Communication

 

PPC: Program Prioritization Committee

(directed to evaluate and assess existing

academic programs offered at Juniata

College)

2019-2020: Gen Ed Redesign

 

Summer 2020: Workshops for

Gen Ed instructors and

Department Chairs





EXPANDING
OUR
PARTNERSHIP
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Physics and Engineering

Physics Department Chair

 

Physics Seminar



Objectives
Students will be aware of different types of media

authority

Students will examine the impact of certain

information based on delivery method

Students will learn that there is more than one way

to find information on a topic

Students will learn that they are in an ongoing

scholarly conversation on their research topic

 

 

 



Components
Work in groups of four students 

Find sources (academic and non-academic)

Evaluate information (individually and as a group)

Synthesize collective information

Enhance science communication ability by using

creative techniques to convey complex scientific

concepts at a layman's level

 

 

 

 



https://libguides.juniata.edu/physseminar

https://libguides.juniata.edu/physseminar
https://libguides.juniata.edu/physseminar


FINAL
PROJECTS
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Four recorded podcasts

Two videos

One stop-motion video

One digital children's book

Three scientific posters

Many students took advantage of the

opportunity to explore a new

medium!

 



ASSESSMENT
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Faculty feedback

Student feedback

Librarian reflection



Research topics in new and impactful ways

Experience with multimedia was matured

Starting a repository of marketing items that could be used to recruit

prospective physics students

Need clearly scheduled check-in times and deadlines built into the

course calendar

Shortening the six-week timeline to promote continued productivity

 

 

 

FACULTY FEEDBACK
Based on pre and post-activity discussion, faculty feedback was

positive!



STUDENT FEEDBACK

“Overall, I believe that this project was annoying for many

people because it drastically changed the format of seminar

compared to previous years. However, I do believe that in the

long run it will be beneficial.”

The addition of a brand new activity . . .

“Though we enjoyed the actual making of the project,

the whole group was in agreement that this was not

our favorite project.”

“Overall, I think that having this project gave Seminar a

dynamic that we were unfamiliar with, compared to

classes before.”



STUDENT FEEDBACK

“Overall, the project was a success. The group could have benefitted

from meeting a few more times during the semester, but with busy

schedules, it was difficult to find times that worked.”

Time management issues . . .

“The worst part was trying to find times when the four

of us could meet because it was virtually impossible.”

“The main takeaway, the group as a whole felt there ought to be bi-weekly deadlines for

this assignment. By activating such deadlines, students are more encouraged to work

ahead on the project along with collaborating with their group mates regularly . . . This

implementation would eliminate much of the procrastination and lack of communication

that induces unnecessary stress.”



STUDENT FEEDBACK

“This project required us to analyze a portion of physics from several different perspectives, and I believe that

this was interesting because most of the time we are only learning from the perspective of the professor or a

textbook.”

But still beneficial!

“Overall, our group enjoyed the project because we got to realize our academic progress. By working together,

rather than talking in the lunch, our freshmen member got to see how older students parse through a technical

paper and apply their existing idea to new ideas.”

“It is through projects like these that we as students can learn a lot about certain topics, and about research in

general. Deeply diving into a certain subject provides us with new insights, thoughts, and knowledge we didn’t

have beforehand.”

“This was a neat and refreshing way of doing physics without the burden of lengthy equations and fancy

terminology. The freedom we had in selecting our topic as well as the length of time we had to complete the

assignment were very much appreciated. With this freedom we turned an assignment into something our group

truly enjoyed.”



LIBRARIAN REFLECTION

Plan on being more involved in the actual execution of the activity to provide

another layer of instructor and student support

Hybrid-model (face-to-face and embedded into Moodle course)

Fantastic prototype-assignment that can be shared with other STEM and

non-STEM departments

Vocal faculty support

Increased library awareness on campus

 

 

 

 

An amazing collaboration!



TIPS AND
TOOLS
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Workshop slides

Info Lit worksheet for instructors

ACRL Framework brochure

Example of embedded IL Program

Communicating with Faculty

Google Drive Folder Link: 

 

https://bit.ly/3eXWge4 Detailed outline of Physics Seminar

activity

 

Copy of this presentation

https://bit.ly/3eXWge4


CHRISTINE ELLIOTT, MLIS

Learning Services and Assessment
Librarian
Juniata College
https://libguides.juniata.edu/home 
 
elliotc@juniata.edu

Thank you!
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